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Abstract: With the breakneck pace of progress in today’s world, any self-sustaining business needs to ensure that they maximize 
their profits while also cutting down on losses, essentially described as optimization. For the same optimization in advertisements 
and marketing, various factors, vendors, and methods must be considered before making any significant business decisions. This 
paper primarily reviews Google AdWords and Meta Ads, two advertising services. Comprehensive reviews of all factors, 
including interest targeting an estimated reach of the advertisement to the target audience, are conducted while comparing the 
advantages and disadvantages of both platforms. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 
A marketing strategy known as advertising involves purchasing real estate to advertise a good, bad, or intangible idea. Ads, as they 
are commonly known, are the real advertising messaging. Advertising aims to reach the demographics most likely to be interested in 
purchasing a company's goods or services.  Delivering the right message to current and potential customers starts with advertising. 
Advertising serves a variety of purposes, including informing consumers about a product, persuading them that a company's goods 
or services are the best, enhancing the company's reputation, identifying and generating demand for goods or services, showcasing 
new applications for existing goods, announcing new goods and services, supporting salespeople's messages, luring customers to a 
business, and keeping hold of current clients.  To reach consumers in the way they desire to be engaged, targeted advertisements 
rely on data gathered about consumers, employing demographics, interest trends, and behaviour patterns. Utilizing customer data 
minimizes spending on customers who are unlikely to convert and takes the guessing out of customer acquisition.  
When customers search for relevant terms, google ads [1] allows you to advertise and promote your goods and services. It has the 
potential to accelerate leads and sales when done correctly. Let's examine google ads, their operation, and the steps you can take to 
set them up for your company immediately. Facebook advertisements are sponsored messages from businesses that help them target 
the customers who matter to them the most. They are written in their voice. Advertising objectives are the same goals that 
advertisers set for their campaigns and then produce commercials inside those campaigns to assist them in achieving those goals. 

 
II.      METHODOLOGY 

Feature Comparison of both the platforms 

Google AdWords Facebook Ads 

For businesses, items, or services like plumbers that 
your audience is actively looking for, Google Ads 
works best. 

Facebook Ads, also known as Meta Ads or Meta for 
Business, work best for promoting products your target 
market is likely interested in but isn't necessarily 
actively searching for, like new headphones. 

Google Ads work best for businesses offering goods 
or services consumers actively seek out and want or 
need. These advertisements primarily target 
consumers who are in the purchase stage. Thus the 
most effective ad language will be concise and 
straightforward, making it simple to contact or visit 
and emphasizing the apparent benefits of the brand's 
product or service. 

The easiest way for companies to spread the word about 
their brand or the goods or services they sell, particularly 
to potential new customers, is through Facebook ads. 
Facebook offers advertisers a wide range of audience 
targeting options, enabling them to expose their products 
to the intended target population through text, images, 
and engaging video ads. 
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III.      MATHEMATICAL FACTORS FOR COMPARISON 
A. Pay-Per-Click (PPC) 
PPC [3] is an online form of paid advertising that is settled after a user clicks on the advertisement. Paid search is the term used for 
PPC in search engines and is one of many PPC models.  
According to the most recent definition of PPC, it is a brief, typically text-based form of advertising that appears in search engines 
and is dependent on keywords.  
Additionally, it is only paid for user clicks. AdWords, the PPC component of Google's search engine, is undoubtedly more popular 
in Europe than other recognized e-marketing channels.  
Short-term activities and the requirement to optimize campaign parameters to maintain high efficiency are the main drawbacks of 
PPC. 
 
B. Conversion Rate (CR) 
The conversion rate (CR), which compares the number of people who click on an advertisement to the number of people who 
complete a specific task, like making a purchase, accurately describes the effectiveness of advertising activities in search engines. 
 
C. Click-Through Rate (CTR) 
The frequency with which the click measures Internet users who have viewed the advertising click on it through rate. The success of 
keywords and the overall campaign is assessed using CTR[2] in PPC advertising. The CTR measures the proportion of ad clicks to 
views.  
A high CTR shows that people believe the relevant advertising is relevant to their queries. In the AdWords advertising ecosystem, 
CTR is crucial. It simultaneously affects the quality of the results for the campaign as a whole and the keywords themselves. 
 
D. Cost per Click (CPC) 
You pay for each click on your adverts when you use cost-per-click (CPC)[3] bidding. Suppose you need to utilize Enhanced CPC 
or make bid modifications. In that case, you set a maximum cost-per-click bid, also known as "max. CPC," which is the most you're 
prepared to spend for a click on your ad. 
 

IV.      RESULTS 
Both the ad platforms reviewed in this paper can be compared based on these factors: 
1) Traffic Source: Meta ads are paid social traffic sources, which means the user that comes on social media platforms, i.e., 

Facebook and Instagram, are served ads in their feed. Whereas Google Ads is a paid search traffic source, the user that searches 
something on Google is served with an ad related to that search phrase.  

2) Reach: Google handles more than 40,000 search queries per second and around 3.5 billion queries per day, so the traffic is 
incredibly high compared to social media platforms. Facebook has about 2.9 billion active users, and Instagram has about 1.4 
billion active users. 

3) Interactiveness: Facebook and Instagram offer excellent user granularity, which helps publishers target users of a specific type 
based on their interests. Whereas Google Ads solely relies on keywords where the publisher must bid for the keyword, and ads 
are shown when that particular keyword is searched. 

4) Available Ad Formats: Both have various formats like images/photos, videos, etc. One that stands out from Google is call-only 
ads (When people click on the ad, it triggers a phone call directly to your business, driving leads and business. Call ads appear 
in Google Search, but only on devices that can make phone calls.). In contrast, meta has a few which are pretty impressive, like 
Carousels (Carousel ads let you showcase up to ten images or videos in a single ad, each with its link. Highlight different 
products or tell a brand story that develops across each card) and playable (Playable ads offer people an interactive preview 
before they download an app. Find higher intent users for your app with this try-before-you-buy experience.). Thus, depending 
on the requirements, one can choose the format. 

5) Return On Investment: Meta Ads offers an excellent return on investment due to its custom user targeting approach. Publishers 
benefit from testing specific products on a tiny group of people based on interest. Google Ads offers more reach with a high 
chance of conversion, but this depends on the keyword chosen and the competition.  
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V.      CONCLUSION 
After a comprehensive review of both platforms, it is found that both have different merits and demerits. Meta ads can serve photo 
and video ads on two social media platforms, i.e., Facebook and Instagram, in the form of feed posts, stories, and reels. On the other 
hand, Google AdWords serves three types of ads on its display network, i.e., Textual ads through Google Search, which promote 
websites for specific keywords to appear on top. These Visual ads display on websites and apps, which Google AdSense monetizes, 
and Video ads are shown on YouTube before every video. If the publisher wants to promote something based on interests, then 
Meta Ads are a better custom-target option. If the publisher wants to leverage the traffic from google search, then Google Ads is the 
better choice. Both platforms have bidding involved in their ranking process, which ranks ads based on the bid placed by the 
publisher. The higher bidder gets the top spot. 
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